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Trailmobile workers
speak to city council
By KATIE VANA
City editor

Charleston resident Nancy Hennings reads pvetry to an 11-member audience Tuesday evening at an open
try reading in the Dudley House, 895 Seventf! St.

arking income expected to increase
fficials expecting almost $550,000 in 1996
SCOTT BOEHMER
Eastern officials estimate that almost $550,000
collected in parking income for fiscal year
996, an increase of about $40,000 over fiscal year
995.
The projected total income for fiscal year 1996 for
e parking fund is $"541,610, up from $497,909
llected for fiscal year 1995.
According to Susan Ashmore, acting fiscal agent
r the parking committee, about $200,000 was
llected from fines in fiscal year 1995, the majority
m parking tickets. Additionally, about $12,500
e from parking meters and about $280,000 from
king permits.
The projected fiscal year 1996 numbers for
kets, parking meters and permits are similar to
e of fiscal year 1995, according to the parking
get.
In a "good year," Ashmore estimated a total of
een $400,000 and $500,000 is collected from all
the fines, meters and permits.

·n be

New parking permits for undergraduate students
as well as "good monitoring of the lots" account for
the anticipated income increase this year, Ashmore
said.
University Police Chief Tom Larson said the
parking division of the police department received
$116,000 for its 1995-1996 budget.
Larson said the division received about $60,000
for fiscal year 1995 to pay for the salaries of two
officers and about $30,000 for additional help, and
the rest of the money was used for purchasing tickets
and maintenance of the division's vehicles and other
equipment.
Other, non-police personnel are the
groundskeepers for maintenance of the parking lots.
About $48,000 was allocated toward that for fiscal
year 1995, and that amount was raised to about
$53,000 for fiscal year 1996.
In addition to the money given to the police
department, funds are also allocated toward repair
and maintenance of parking lots, Ashmore said.
$370,000 was allocated toward improvement of
See PARKING page 2

Locked-out Trailmobile workers attended the Charleston City
Council meeting Tuesday night
to present their side in the lock
out, but Mayor Dan <;:ougill said
the issue couldn't be discussed
without both sides present.
Cougill addressed the audience at the beginning of the
meeting to dispel any rumors
that Trailmobile was on the
agenda to be discussed.
"Whether Trailmobile is on
the agenda or not, it is
inappropriate to discuss (the
situation) unless both sides are
present," Cougill said.
The council's job is to protect
and preserve the rights of the
citizens and remain neutral to
the situation, Cougill said. "It is
not a forum for one side."
About 1,000 workers have
been locked out of Trailmobile
since Jan. 21. The workers,
represented by United Paper
Workers International Local
7571, are negotiating for a new
economic package and overtime
benefits. Trailmobile workers
have not had a wa~e increase in
four years.
.
After the regular council
business was discussed, the 25
locked out workers at the meeting, wearing pro-union shirts
and hats, were allowed to
question Cougill on how to get
the council involved.
Cougill said he would ask
Trailmobile management to
attend the next council meeting
on Feb. 20, but said he had no
authority to order Trailmobile
officials to come.
The union members asked
Cougill permission to be put on
the agenda as citizens - not as
union workers - and the mayor
was non-committal and said he

Criminal
background
fee approved
The Charleston City Council
Tuesday night approved a city
ordinance that would force
anyone applying for a city
liquor license to pay for his or
her own criminal background
check.
According to Mayor Dan
Cougill, the background check
would use the person's
fingerprints to search police
records and FBI records for
felonies. Anyone with a felony
on their record is not allowed
to receive a liquor license.
The former system used to
maintain background checks
was a police computer that
hooked all police systems
together.
Cougill said the background
check is only conducted on a
person who has been approved
to receive a liquor license. He
said a background check costs
around $12.
The cost of the background
check will not be reimbursed
regardless of whether a liquor
license is granted to the
individual, he added.
would "think it over" and notify
Charleston resident Larry
Abernathy, media spokesman
for the union, by Thursday.
Several union members and
Charleston residents voiced
their concerns as to the impact
of the strike on the community
and its economy, as well as their
personal family loss as
residents.
See WORKERS page 2

lanned Parenthood opponents, proponents debate clinic
Arecent granffrom the National
nned Parenthood organization
the East Cenfral Chapter has
'ndled debate over whether such
service is needed - or wanted - in
leston.
"Project Life feels that Planned
enthood is detrimental to our
munity," said Megan Prsygoda,
founder of the Charleston right
life group. "Services offered by
ned Parenthood haven't proven
ssful in the past."
Opponents of the clinic argue
anned Parenthood is not
ssary in Charleston because

many of its services are already
provided through the Coles County
Health Department, the Crisis
Pregnancy Center and Eastern's
Health Services.
A Planned Parenthood clinic
would provide Pap tests, screening
and treatment for sexually transmitted diseases, pregnancy testing,
counseling, pelvic examinations
and HIV testing.
HIV testing is provided at the
Coles County Health Department
but not at Health Services. Pregnancy testing, Pap smears and tests
for chlamydia and gonorrhea are
offered at Health Services.
Abortion is also a point of
contention between the supporters

Although the clinic will
not provide abortion
services, they will still give
' ' to abortion services."
referrals
- Megan Prsygoda,
of Project Life
and opponents of the clinic.
Planned Parenthood supporters
maintain abortions would not be
provided at the Charleston clinic,
but opponents say its only a matter
of time before they would be made
available.
"Although the clinic will not
provide abortion services, they will

still give referrals to abortion
services," Prsygoda said. "I believe
that if there was enough of a
demand, the center would indeed
start providing this type of service."
But English instructor Devon
Flesor, a representative of the
Health Care Options Planning
Committee, said the clinic is
needed, and her committee will
continue to press for its establishmeQt.
"The $20,000 grant will be
specifically used to open the clinic
in Charleston," Flesor said.
"Research has shown that many
women in Coles and the surrounding counties can't afford to pay for
reproductive services.

"Planned Parenthood allows
these women to receive the services needed by offering a sliding
fee, which means that clients pay
according to their income," Flesor
said.
The national organization
awarded the East Central Chapter a
$20,000 grant in December to open
a clinic in Charleston, and the
organization has received an
additional $5,000 from local
donations - adding up to half the
funds needed to open the clinic.
The committee will try to obtain
the other $25,000 needed by
applying for matching fund type
grants, private funds and fundraisers, Flesor said.
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Father indicted on 1,200 counts
dren, was charged with criminal
sexual assault, criminal sexual
abuse, aggravated battery to a
child and aggravated battery.
The 6-inch-thick indictment,
filed in January and made public
Monday, claims dozens of inciCHICAGO (AP) - Four childents of sexual penetration. Page
dren, the youngest now 5 years
after page of battery charges say
old, were raped, drugged and fed
rats and cockroaches at the hands Hill "stuck a hypodermic needle"
in his children to inject narcotics.
of their own family - not once,
Cavins said the abuse occurred
but again and again and again,
over a period of four or five years.
prosecutors said Tuesday.
Hill, a stocky man with thick,
"It's a serious case, it's a terrimuscular
arms, stood silently durble case," said Mark Cavins, who
ing
a
two-minute
status hearing
heads the county prosecutor's
on Tuesday.
sexual crimes division. "It
His attorney, Elliott Price, said
involves two parents who have
his
client has no criminal history,
systematically and repeatedly
and that he turned himself in to
abused four of their children." A
face the charges.
1,200-count indictment against
"In my opinion the mother is
Gerald Hill, 52, gives a hellish
equally culpable." Four times
d~criptjon of the lives of four
·s ince May 1993, the state's
youngsters-, 11~\'V 5, 10; 11 a,nd 12:·
Department · Q.f <;:hildren and
Hill, the father of two of the chll~
Family Services recdved calls

Children raped,
drugged, fed
cockroaches

alleging child neglect at the
home. The children were placed
in the care of a relative in 1995
after the mother allegedly left
them home alone.
But DCFS spokeswoman
Martha Allen said allegations of
abuse didn't arise until last
spring, when the children began
acting inappropriately.
One child rubbed feces on a
wall; a second child sliced her
clothing in pieces; another, the
youngest, made sexual advances
to an infant, according to a source
familiar with the case files who
spoke on the condition of
anonymity. The children were
evaluated at a local hospital, each
independently describing their
abusive family, and the prosecutor's office was notified.
"We had no (previous) indication ... that these children were
abused in any way. Not physical1y, not sexually," Allen said.

Bus Departs Friday 2 I 9 at 3:00 p.m.
Returns Monday 2/ 12 (Lincoln's Birthday)
at 10:20 p.m.
Departures and Arrivals from
MLK, Jr. University Union Parking Lot

Tickets may be
purchased at
Union Ticket Office
Hours: 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Call 581-5122
Prices:

Champaign $5.00 one way

,
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parking)ots for fiscal year 1995
and the university anticipates
about $264,000 going toward
this for fiscal year 1996.
Vice President for Business
Affairs Morgan Olsen said the
reason for the drop is because a
major project was completed in
1995 with the building of a parking lot across from Buzzard
Building.
Ashmore said even with the
money going toward improvement o f th e lots, not enough
funds are available to keep them
maintai ned as fully as she would
like.
"We know about how much
time is allocated toward people
to wo rk on the lots, and then
other kinds of things which happen such as snow removal, routine maintenance and the lots
have to be totally resurfaced
every few years," Ashmore said.
Other unexpected repairs and
maint enance duties come up,

a.m. at an undisclosed location.
Union officials are holding an informational meeting for all member from 1 to 3 p.m. in the Westfield
gymnasium.
Collins said it is up to the company when the talks
occur, the union is willing to talk anytime.
"We have our own proposal and there is nothing
definite," Collins said. "As long as you talk there is
hope."
Trailmobile's Human Resource Manager Ed
Kennedy was unavailable for comment Tuesday.

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,.,.,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,.,,.,,,.,.,.,.,,,.,,"'''''''''''''''=·=·=·='''''''''"''''""''·'''·'''''·'''''''·''"'"''·"'''''''''''''''''''''"''''

such as garbage removal ,
Ashmore said.
"If we had a better income we
could have more (improved)
equipm ent , and more human
resources to allocate, but you
have to understand that (this)
year is one of the few years I've
been here and we have had this
type of snow," Ashmore said.
"We've had snow removal in the
past, but not to the degree that
we had this year."
Ashmore said the parking
committee also has to place aside
money for a reserve account. The
account is intended to be used to
build any future parking lots or
purchase land for new lots.
"If every lot was maintained at
top quality there would never be
funds available for the reserve,"
Ashmore said.
About $35,000 w'as in the
reserve account for fiscal year
1995, and about $75,000 is supposed to be in it for fiscal year
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Cougill again told the audience that it was inappropriate for an elected body to take sides, and the council
would not discuss the lock out.
Talks resumed Tuesday between Trailmobile and
the union.
Federal mediator Tom Henry contacted union workers Monday after Trailmobile management was ready
to resume talks, said union president Gary Collins.
''There was movement on both sides, but there are
still a lot of issues to settle," Collins said.
Talks concerning the workers resume today at 8

PAR Kl NG

$9.00 round
trip
$15.95 one way
.. Chicago
$29.95' round
trip

Copy desk .........................Travis Spencer, Heidi t<eibler

1996. The reserve account is
cumulative, Olsen said.
The Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union parking lot is
the only lot not in the parking
budget. It's funded with the overall union budget, said Ted Hart,
assistant director of the union,
Hart said $60,000 was allocated for the fiscal year 1996 in
order to repave the driveway.
The drive is monitored by the
Ph ysical Plant which recomme nds when repaving is
req uire d,
Hart
said.
Improvements wi ll be done this
sum mer, he said.
When repavi ng of the driveway is not required, a total budget of about $2,000 is required,
Hart said. The union generates
abou t $35 ,000 from parking
meters and $5,000 from tickets.
The extra money from the
union's parking budget is placed
back into the union's general
budget, Hart said.
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NEED A
GREAT
BIRTHDAY
SURPRISE?
Put a Photo and a Message in
The Daily Eastern News
on Your Friend's Birthday!
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Deadline is
3 business days
before i t should
run.

Sigma Sigma Sigma
Proudly Presents Their 1996
Executive Oflicers
President
Julie Frugo
Vice President
Susie Jaros
Treasurer
Lisa Stranz
Secretary
Courtney Stone
Stephanie Walters
Rush Director
Education Director
Jill Geary
Panhellenic Delegate Kelley Spotanski
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cademic Affairs
equests $500,000
or equipment

Ted's Tonight:
DJ Playing your
Favorite Music

$1 Bottles

"Now we can catch up on laboratory equipment to facilitate the teaching and learning process:'
The office of the Vice President
One goal of the strategic plan is
r Academic Affairs has requested to "improve the quality of educato $500,000 to be used toward tion of undergraduate and graduate
demic equipment, said Shelly programs," Flock said. The objecock, coordinator of public infor- tive under this goal is "securing and
lion.
maintaining state of the art instrucFlock said the funding is driven tion equipment and educational
y the planning process through programs:'
Weidner said the funding request
e University Strategic Plan,
hich "includes development of was recommended by the Council
ng range goals for instructional on University Planning and
d academic areas through stated Bu~get, a university committee
ls and objectives."
made up of students, faculty, staff 1
Vice President fot· Academic and aiimii:iiSttators~- ,•
, :
airs Terry~ ~~i~p_;ri'saidj ~::i.,c_h:_o ~:, • '. Flock -~aid the funds have b~en ~
e deans at Eastern have estab- · approved at the CUPB level, which
bed a priority list of equipment prioritizes institutional needs. The
emoney will go toward.
funding comes from the strategic
He said some of the money will planning funds that are set aside for
designated toward Disability planning priorities.
ervices and areas that report
Flock said the equipment allocaectly to academic affairs, such as tion would bring Eastem's academinority Affairs and the Honors ic equipment in line with an institugram.
tion of higher education.
The money will be allocated in
"This will allow us to make
o stages, Weidner said. Part of progress in putting resources back
money has already been used; into the system to help students,"
00,000 will be released within she said.
ys and $200,000 will be released
In addition to the planning of
acouple of months.
funds up to $500,000, more than
Weidner said the money will go $265,000, generated from the stuCHET PIOTROWSKI/Photo editor .
ward purchasing computers, dent computer technology fee will
iated items, laboratory equip- bt used to purchase 70 personal
ent, microscopes and office compuler:; to establish the new Arts
uipmenJ. .-..c-: . ..
.
and Hµrnanities WFiting . Lab- ~~ Temperatures jumped to 38 degrees Tuesday, causing snow, ice, cars..
Equipment budgets have been oratory serving beginning English .. and students·to thaw out.
r •.
.. ·'
ited in the past," Weidner said. students, Flock said.
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Warming up

12 Monkeys (R)

Senate membe.r drafts
Speaker to discuss
African-American hair faculty club survey
Rose Adkinson, owner of a
ealt h and beauty company,
ill discuss healthy hair care
and African-American hair
styles for women Thursday, in
conju nction with African Amtrican Heritage Celebration.
Adkinson, owner of Tero's
d Associates, will present her
resentation -at 9~ p'.m. at 1050
reek Court in :th~ .commons
ea. The presenhti';;n is sponred by the African American
tudies Department.
"Many. times people don't
lize that health has a lot to do
with hair," Adkinson said.
She will place emphasis on
the health aspects of hair care
and also offer various strategies
for problem hair. She will discuss men's hair but will focus

Valentines at

• eaids
• eand11
• Stuttedanimals
• Balloons

4:45, 7:30, 10:15

Grumpier Old Men (PG 13)
4:30, 7:00, 9:30
White Squall (PG13)
4:00, 6:45, 9:30
Black Sheep (PG 13)
5:30, 7:45, 9:45

From Dusk Till Dawn CR)
5:00, 7:30, 10:10

By BETSY COLE

Waiting To Exhale CR)

4:15, 7:15, 9:50

Administration editor

Mr. Holland's Opus (PG)

Faculty Senate member Charles Eberly presented the senate a draft
for a survey Tuesday that would assess the interest in a proposed faculty club.
In its first draft, the survey attempts to identify preferences such as
membership composition, dues, club services and hours.
Senate member Jayne Ozier suggested establishing an initiation fee,
similar to those at country clubs. With an initiation fee, monthly dues
more on women's hair.
could be.reduced, she said.
Adkinson will demonstrate
The survey id({ntified optional club services such as a full food and
how African Americans can
beve.t age' s'eivice with a ligtlor ljceiise, a Junch servic~ With light' sn<JcRs
transform themselves with new
• orvendingmachines.
"'v
'
."
'2-".
hair styles:
l .
Other
factors
were
discussed,
such
as
whether
the
facility
would
tie
"There seems to be quite a bit
entirely new, or whether an existing facility could be remodeled. The
of misunderstanding or lack of
survey also provided options as to whether the facility would have an
knowledge about African
open lounge area, private meeting rooms or computer facilities.
American hair care," she said.
Senate member French Fraker noted the difficulty in asking such
She said everyone that goes
questions on a survey. Some would be willing to pay more, provided
to the presentation can benefit
·
certain services are offered, he said.
from it because she will be hitAfter considerable discussion on the content of the survey draft,
ting a topic that needs assessEberly agreed to make revisions to return to another meeting.
ment.
l
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Opus

Free Rt:Dll on Popcorn <J Soit Drinks!

with

The
Bas tern

Dr. Wm. Schubert & Dr. Robt. Blumthal
1605 Reynolds Drive
Charleston, IL 61920
217-348-0221

FEBRUARY CONTACT LENS

SPECI.A.I.:..

¥ Buy a pair, get a spare ... ¥

FREE

We have the lowest prices in contact lens solutions!
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Students should ask
Governor to approve
Eastern's budget ·
Students need to ask Gov. Jim Edgar to support Eastern by approving its operating budget.
The Illinois Board of Higher Education
approved a $61.2 million operating budget for
Eastern which will go into effect fiscal year
1997, pending its approval by Gov. Edgar.
The new budget would be a 5.56 percent
increase from the current $58 million budget
appropriated by the state.
The budget approved by IBHE is the highest
among the 12 state universities.
But Eastern easily is deserving of this money.
The school initially requested $750,000 for
deferred maintenance, but the IBHE's recommendation only provided $100,000 for it.
~~';'.::::~:::· ::~~ :-:·· ,~:~ r" ·-·:Eastern_ aJs_o _requested a
-1O' percent in<.;r.ease in
employee
salaries,
but
, , , ,,, , , , , , , , , ,, , , , , , , ,., , , , , , , , , , , ,, , , , , , ,., , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , was
only allotted
a .three

Ed·itoti a'I-

The q·u-est for-good looks becoming risky
Oh, the things we'll do for our
ease and vision impairment.
"The problem
Olestra has also been proven
appearance.
Who among us doesn't cringe
with olestra is cause such pleasantries as int ·
at old photographs of ourselves
nal cramping, flatulence, loo
wearing some insanely _trendy
not what it
bowels and - brace yourself
outfit that we just had to have?
does or
anal leakage. I don't think it
You know, the outfit that would
doesn 't leave necessary to expand on these
ditions, but it's probably safe
get us noticed by that particular
guy/girl, make all our worries dis- HEIDI KEIBLER
behind. It's
say none of us are eager to ex
appear and most importantly, Regular columnist
what it takes
rience them.
make our waist/butt/hips/biceps
But if this additive is so d
with it. "
gerous, why did the FDA appro
look just the size we could never
achieve through natural means.
. ._. . . . . . . . . ._._._.,._._. . . . . . . . ., .,_,_,.,_,_,.,.,.,.,_,_,_,.,_,_,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,., , , ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,_,_,.,.,.,., ,.,., ,.,.,., ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,., ,.,.,.,. . .,.-:·.-.·-- it? Isn ' t the purpose of such
Of course, we left the house fu ll of pride, ready to con- group to protect us from potentially harmful substances?
quer the ninth grade with a confidence matched by no
Sort of.
other. And of course the photos continue to haunt us.
According to the federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic A
Fortunately, bad clothes are a relatively harmless appear- of 1938 and the food -additives amendment of 1958, tb
ance-altering device.
FDA can approve a substance if it carries a "reasonable cei
But the same can not be said for the latest give-me-what- tainty of no harm" when used as intended. The side-eff
God-didn't-bless-me-with trend: Olestra.
of olestra have been deemed unpleasant and annoying, b
Olestra is a fat-free fat recently approved for marketing not harmful.
by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration. A synthetic oil,
Perhaps this has something to do with who is charg
olestra passes quickly through the gastrointestinal tract with proving the substance harmful.
before it can be digested or absorbed by the body.
Since the FDA has no money to conduct its own studi
It looks, tastes and feels like fat, and it doesn't break on proposed substances, it relies mostly on the resear
down when fried - making possible fat-free potato chips, done by the company petitioning for approval. In this
fat-free fried chicken, even fat-free french fries:
Procter and Gamble, the creator of olestra, was responsibl
What, you wonder, could possibly be 'rfOng with such - 'for demonstrating the safety of the additive.
an invention? A substance that gives the mouth what it
Now it's only a matter of time before we start seei
craves, but doesn't leave behind unsightly fat cells?
olestra-based foods on the shelves of grocery stores.
The problem with olestra is not what it does or doesn't no doubt people will greet them with the same warm w
leave behind. It's what it takes with it.
come Nutra-Sweet has received.
Fat-soluble vitamins like A, D, E and K normally enter
But before you bu y into the fat-free craze and gr
the bloodstream by attaching themselves to fat molecules olestra-based chips, dips and cookies, think about all t
present in many foods. When the fat is absorbed, the vita- stupid things you've done to look "good."
mins are absorbed.
And remember: Bad fashion trends fade, photos can
But when the fat is olestra, the Vitamins pass right destroyed, but your health is with you forever.
through the digestive system without ever being absorbed.
The same goes for carotenoids - the fat-soluble nutrients
-Heidi Keib/er is editor in chief and a regular colum ·
that boost the immune system and prevent cancer, heart dis- for The Daily Eastern News.
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. percent increase.
Eastern desperately needs all of the $61.2 million budget, and students need to ·express this ·to
Gov. Edgar.
·
If only 5 percent of Eastern students write or
e-mail Gov. Edgar a message of encouragement
regarding the budget, he would read more than
500 letters from his own alma mater that would
deliver much influence.
These student-written letters would let him
know how important the budget is to the campus.
It will take the initiative of students contacting Gov. Edgar to receive the full recommended - Basketball teams
budget.
b dt

"'

,.

/

\ .
· >.·
_,,·.

your t!·=r, , , ._.,: . - • music_departme~Lensembles.
tai:;~~~e·~ili~t:,WM>1t~if. ;~e~~:~:ua~~~;;: ~h::::r:;=::=~!:1!~~:~·t:iz!"~~
need
t

$61.2 million budget would ha_ve on Eastern. Dear editor:
have chosen this area because they too
Students need to express their concern.
We have experienced just one bas- love to do this. They have accepted the
According to the governor 's office, Gov. ketb all game with the music of the · commitments of performance along
Edgar sees his mail and checks his e-mail regu- Eastern pep band. (Since Jan. 1, there with their contracts - just as do coachlarly.
has been: only one incident of band es, Pink Panther and cheerleader span-

.other
Perhaps guest high school bandt

• Perhaps the Athletic Department
can enlist its own pep band (indepetr
dent of the music department) with stu·
dents auditioning and serving under the
guidance of sponsors as do the cheer·
leaders and Pink Panthers.
It is my sincere hope that this problem can be resolved. We all need 0111
band back.

support for either the men ' s or the - sors. Additionally, there is a host of
women 's games). It is an understate- support personnel (i.e. police, concesment to say, we need our band there sionaires, ticket takers/sellers, janitors,
more. It is one or'the things that gives bench and table workers, radio and
Ferne Rogen
a "homecourt advantage." It inspires television staff, newspaper reportthe fans and encourages the players in ers/photographers and others) who
governor.Illinois@accessil.com. Information is a way that electronic or taped music come to each game and perform necesal so available on .his home page at cannot.Sowhereisourband?
sary duties.
Letter policy
HTTP://www.state.il.us.
The information I have received
This leaves me only with questions. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -.-.-.-.'.'·' ' ' ' '-----·.-.·.·--·'·' ' ' '· .-.-.-.-...... ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '· , , , , , , , , .. , , , , , .,
His mailing address is Rm. 207 State House, indicates the band refuses to play for Is this some kind of power play for
The Daily Eastern News encour
Springfield IL., 62706 and his office can be more than six of the double-header political reasons? (If so, I find using ages letters to the editor concernin1
men 's/women 's games. Can you imag- band students to make a point to be local, state, national or internationa
reached at (217) 782-6830.
ine the University of Illinois at unethical). Is it a change of issues.
Champaign-Urbana's band reusing to interest/focus by the director? Is our
Letters should be less than 351
play for their teams? I can not. For that band ever going to return?
words. For the Jetter to be printed, th
matter, I can no. imag;ne any of the
Not knowing these answers makes it name of the author, the author'
many Eastern band students I have difficult to offer solutions, but I shall address and telephone number must b
known refusing to do so either. make some suggestions even so:
included. If necessary, letters will b
Instrumentalists Jove to play their
• Perhaps the pep band can be edited according to length and spac
It is easier for a man to be loyal to
music. That is why they chose to join divided into two smaller units which at the discretion of the editorial pag
the
band and accepted its commit- play on alternate nights.
. editor or editor in chief.
his club than to his planet.
ments, initially. No, I can not believe
•Perhaps student conductors can be
Anonymous lette rs w ill no t b
this is an issue of students with holding used, as commonly were in the past.
printed.
. .. . . . . . . _ ... .-:- El~n Brooks White, ,. their service~ by c~oic.e. .
. .'
~ ~erhaps. ~iff~rent studen!s c~n ~~ . I~ a !~tter ; h~s . ':°.~re_ ~h~n ~h~e
;;f,~,::,;.;;.;,.,,,~,;;,,,,;;,'.,;,i;i,rSS:,;,;,;,f;,f,;;,fub,:t;::,;;" ;;,,:.,,,;,,f,;~;{;t\:=:,£ti:t,:>;i>·,,,~~-;;.§9 :_.w hat ~q ~~- !h_e Rf~~le!t!7:.~tJr.e!x , ,sp]!:~~ t~~·;~~r. ~~~ ~~~~ :t~~J?-.t??~·~·.\~. .~.:.~~~.~9'!~·-J.?~1Y.· !J}~~~!!!.~it e~_. ,fl}.~. _f~

So if he gets bombarded with messages to
approve the budget, there is a better chance
Eastern will benefit in the end.
Gov. Edgar can also be reached by e-mailed at

today's
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Thomas Hall site
of senate meeting
Group tries to reach more students
By REAGAN BRANHAM
Student government editor

students," Garrison said at last
week's senate meeting.
In other senate business tonight:
• The senate will vote on the
bylaw change to reapportion the
on-campus senate seats to guarantee eight of the 11 seats would be
set aside for students living in
residence halls.
Author of the bylaw change
Brian Anderson said he hopes senate members have spoken to students about the change over the
past week.
"As it was left Wednesday, it
doesn't look good, but maybe after
they've had a chance to speak to
some students and possibly have a
change of heart," Anderson said
last week.
• Senate members Kelly Brown,
Aaron Griffin and Anderson are up
for approval to be placed on the
Student
Senate
Relations
Committee, a special committee on
Faculty Senate.
• Calvin Jones, president of
Carman Hall, is up for approval for
a non-senate member of the
Student Awareness Committee.

The Student Senate will meet in
Thomas Hall this week in an effort
to reach more students, Senate
Speaker Kevin Piket said.
The meeting will be at 7 p.m.
tonight in the Thomas Hall lobby.
Piket said the senate must meet
outside the Martin Luther King Jr.
. University Union once a month
according to Student Government
by laws.
The senate invited three student
organizations to attend the senate
meeting to let students know the
meetings are open to anyone.
The senate invited People
Offering Women's Equality and
Rights, the Black Student Union
and the Multi-Cultural Student
Union to tonight's meeting.
Lisa Garrison, vice president for
student affairs, said the senate will
be inviting student organizations to
the senate meetings on a regular
basis.
"0Ne are going to) try to become
a little more open and sensitive to

..

CHET PIOTROWSKI/Photo editor

Shout out
Kiley Allen, a sophomore elementary education major, auditions for emcee for the Miss Black EIU pageant
in front of the Miss Black EIU Personnel Committee Tuesday evening in the 1895 Room in the Martin
Luther King Jr. Union.

Speaker to discuss Antarctica Workshop to focus
on relationships

By DONNA CUISIA
Activities editor

' ' People don't think or
know much about how
. Ferne ~ogers know.s what it's Antarctica frts into the scheme

hke to be ma cold env!fon~--oftj;" ~ ,, .. ·:'>-,,.
: Rogers, afEaster~0r1~.. .., ~S.
- ,-~
instructor, will discuss ber expe- F'erne Rogers,
riences with different animals
zoology instructor
and geographic formations from ,,,,,,,,,.,,, , , ,,,;,,,,, , , ,,,,,,.,,,,,,, ,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,, , ,,,,,"'' '"'""
her 15-day expedition to
She said there is different scenery
Antarctica.
She will present the lecture in Antarctica.
"I feel fortunate to have done
and slide show at 7 p.m. tonight
in Room 201 of the Life Sciences this," Rogers said. "It was a once
in a lifetime event."
Building.
Less than 60,000 people have
Rogers went on the expedition
ever
been to Antarctica, Rogers
to Antarctica during winter
break. Taking a zoological said.
Rogers, who went on the voystance, she will talk about the
age
with her husband, lived on a
animals she encountered includRussian
research vessel which
ing sea birds, whales and seals.
stopped
at seven different
She will also discuss the lay of
the land, including icebergs and locations to view the land. Pasglaciers and the climate, she said. sengers were carried by rafts to
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selves.
,,,. _._ t R<Jw to· prevent an unhealthy
, rela'tionsRip w111 be- a rtu?ii foCu'S
Just in time for Valentine's of the workshop.
Day - students can attend a
Singles who attend will be
workshop that focuses on informed how to break
healthy and unhealthy relation- unhealthy relationship cycles.
Learning how to go about findships.
The "Creative Dating" work- ing compatible partners and
shop, sponsored by the Eastern ways to choose healthy dating
Counseling Center, is at 7 p.m. partners will also be discussed.
tonight in the Effingham Room
Although it is the first time
in the Martin Luther King Jr. they have done this workshop,
University Union.
both Alford and Anderson have
Karola Alford and Linda been involved in weekend work· Anderson of the Counseling shops dealing with relationships.
Center will lead the workshop.
"I encourage those in a relaAlford said this workshop tionship to attend who would
will appeal to people who want like to make it better and even
to understand their own relation- those who are single to attend to
ships. She said they will discuss help find a healthy relationship,"
how people can focus on them- Anderson said.
0

"~ ·"-.: ,.-,- ~ ~>-L"

,

\XlE HA\lE GREAT APART!v1Er'lTS ...

J'E KRY''S PIZZA
8t PUB·

I

By JODI SMITH
.St&tt»writer

Naw leasing ji:Yr Fall '96!

Celebrate Hump Day
with these great
specials at

$2°

the various landings.
"I hope that (the presentation)
will make people aware of the
treasure we have iR Antarctica,"
Rogers said. "People dono?t•think
or know much about how Antarctica fits into the scheme of
things."
Rogers said Antarctica is
imp.o rtant because the whole
planet receives cooling from the
continent. Antarctica is also a
rich, organic place as far as the
food chain is concerned, Rogers
said.
Antarctica has been protected
by the government in that it can
only be visited for peaceful and
scientific purposes, Rogers said.
Environmental protections have
also been placed on Antarctica,
she said.
· "(Antarctica) has a lot of
worth," Rogers said.

I_

PATIO
OR BALCCM'
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Scout
Week
begins
By DONNA CUISIA
Activities editor
Today marks the 86th
anniversary of Boy Scouting in
America, and units across the
country will join in recognizing
the organization and celebrating
during National Scout Week.
National Scout Week began
Feb. 4 and will end Feb. 10.
Several units around the area
have planned special activities
throughout the week, said Diane
Brookman, publicity chairman
for the Tachquiwi District and
assistant adviser for the Explorer Post in Pana.
In Charleston there are three
Boy Scout troops and one Cub
Scout pack. There are several
units in Mattoon, Brookman
said.
"(Boy Scouts of America)
gives young boys something
good in a world of bad,"
Brookman said.
The main goal of the Boy
Scouts of America has been to
provide a well-rounded program
with challenging activities,
diverse learning experiences and
positive peer interaction guided
by adults.
"The boys get a wealth of
knowledge in a safe environment," Brookman said. "Scouting teaches boys service!'
A display reco'gnizing the
anniversary has been placed in
the window of the local radio
station in Pana.
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Registration drive
date still undecided

•••••••••• -····.·.·-· · .............. .

-

By JESSICA BAKER

OLDTOWNE MANAGEMENT INC.

Staff writer
The Student Senate Governmental Affairs Committee is still uncertain of the voter registration drive date because of conflicting dates
between the presidential primary elections and Eastern's spring break,
said Committee Chairman Jason Stipp.
"The students who would participate in the drive would have to vote
by absentee ballots over break," Stipp said. "And not too many students
have the time to vote by absentee."
Stipp said he is hoping for input from other senate members to help
decide when the easiest time for the registration drive would be.
"This drive will give Eastern students an opportunity to register to
vote if they haven't already done so," Stipp said. "The students who
take part in the drive will be able to vote in the Charleston and Coles
County elections.
"There are a lot of students who are becoming interested in
Charleston and its government. I think the students want a chance to
make a change, and I think this drive will do just that."
Betty Coffrin, the Coles County clerk, said an on-campus registration drive would help make registering easier for students.
"I think this is a great opportunity for students to register to vote,"
Coffrin said. "I want to help them out any way I can."

Technology workshop
to be held at Eastern
By THERESA GAVUN
Staff writer
Eastern will host a workshop to
aid people in earning a certificate
for one of the six modules offered
by the American Production and
Inventory
Control
Society
(APICS).
The Systems and Technologies
seven-week workshop will begin
Thursday. Classes will meet from
6 p.rn. to 8:30 p.m. once a week in
Lumpld11 J-Jall, room 27. The workshop is sponsored by the Business
and Technology Institute at Eastern
and the Lakeland APICS chapter.
"APICS is an international orga-

1408 SIXTH STREET 217I345-6533
Now Leasing For '96-'97
• Oldetowne Apts.
• Polk Ave, Apts.
• 1420 6th St. Apts.

• Heritege Apts.
• 4th & Buchanan

345-C>LI>E
•

EVERY WEDNESDAY !

LUNCH
SLICES

nization that promotes total equality and innovative manufacturing
principles through educational programs and publications," said
Marilyn DeRuiter, director of
Eastern's Business and Technology
Institute.
DeRuiter said the workshop recognizes strategic manufacturing
choices, managing implementation
and measuring success. Participants
will be join ing in the Certified
Production and Inventory Management Program.
The class is not required for
Systems and Technologies certification. It is set up like a training
class for ACT or SAT tests.

(dine-in
only)
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The Daily Eas·t ern News
is your door to the EIU community.

~ Towne Square Jewelers •

1

is looking for the

MOST ROMANTIC MAN
ON CAMPUS.

Way Back Wednesday

If you think you know him, tell us why
in 100 words or less and you could
WIN a romantic DINNER FOR TWO at

Songs of the 80's • Super Specials

).>

1 )

E. L. KRACKERS ·- ··-··
.. ; ~...

f

(

and
a $100 GIFT CERTIFICATE from
Beef & Cheese
w/Sm. Fries
& Med. Drink

owne--3
634 W. Lincoln

348-8340

Next to Subway
...,w .

: : : ,_: .~~ i:,:'
• :::;.;:/'''

Pick up your entry blank at the store!

Contest ends Feb. l 7th

703 W. LINCOLN

Happy Valentine's Day ·
or Not So Happy...
Send a smack of love or hate with a Valentine's personal in The Daily Eastern News.
Valentine's Day Ads are
sizes. An appropriate
appear in every ad!
February 9th,

available in two
red heart will
Deadline is
1996.

Wow! I think
he really
likes me! .

Ross: Let's. hook up!
Love,
Rachel
•.._' .

.

;,;...c_-..--~....,...;;....;;..-~
' .......~-::--i
l

'

. . ._

M ichael:
Just Beat It!
Yours,
Lisa Marie

.

.,,.

..

I took her to
K racker s just to
find out she
only wants to
be friends.

Bring ad and payment to
Student Publications Business Office,
MLK Union Gallery. All ads must be
in the Business Office by 2pm, Feb. 9th.
Valentine's Day ads will be published
Wed., Feb. 14th.
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Travel

For Rent

Sublessors

Help Wanted
.:-:·=·=~~:·:·:·:·:·:.:-:·:·:-:·:·:·:-:·:·:.:·:·:· :-:.::.;-:.:-:·:·:·:·:·:·:-:·:.::-:-:..:·:·:·:·:·:O:·:·:·'.·:·:·:·:O:·:·:·:-:.:•'.•'.•:O:····

SPRING BREAK!! Spend your
Spring Break on the beaches of
Hilton Head Island, South
Carolina. Spacious 2 & 3 bedrooms villas available. Sleep 6-8
People. Across the street from
the beach!! $750-$1050 per
week. Call 800-864-6762 for
more information.

Help Wanted

v:·:·:·:·:·;·:-:·:-:·:-:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:-:·:·:·;·:·:-:·;·:·:·:·:-:·:·:·:-:·:·:·:·:·:.::·:·:-:·:·:·:·:-:-:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·x·:·:-

USED CD's The area's largest
selection of used CD's, cassettes,
concert T-Shirts, and video
games. We buy, sell, and trade.
Music exchange 512 N. 19th st.
Mattoon. 234-3668
5/6
~c=R~U~Is=E=-=s,.,-H"'"Ip==-s=--=-N.,..,O"'W-;-;--;H""'l""R""INGEarn up to $2,000+/month working on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
companies. World travel · (Hawaii,
Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.).
Seasonal and full-time employment available . No experience
necessary. For more information
call 1-206-971-3550 ext. C57383

MAKE A DIFFERENCE! Birch
Trail Camp for Girls, NW
Wisconsin, seeks fun motivated
people as cabin counselor/activity
instructors (you name it, we teach
it!), wilderness leaders, lifeguards, climbers, secretaries,
kitchen workers & morel 6/1 O to
8/9. Top pay, generous travel
allowance plus room & board!
Help create a nurturing, non-competitive, environment for some
great kidsl On-campus interviews. Call now (800) 544-CAMP!

2/7

~N~A=T7'.:IO~N~A-:7"L-;::-PA~R~K~S-;-HmlR;:;o.ING-

Positions are now available at
National Parks, Forests & Wildlife
Presecves. Excellent benefits +
bonuses! Call: 1-206-971-3620
ext. N57383

2/7

$.,...-C==R~U~IS~E=--"S~H~l~P~S,.--,.H~l~R~INGI

Students Needed! $$$+Free
Travel (Caribbean, Europe,
Hawaii!) Seasonal/Permanent, No
Exper. Necessary. Gde. 919-9294398 ext C1038
2/9

A~-LA..,...s=KA--=s""T::-U,-:D""E"'"N"'T:-J""O""'B""'S""'!-=Great

2/7

~N=o=RT=H'""E=R=N..,....,.,M=1N""N-:-:E;:;S""'O""T.:-;-A-,-s=EPA-

RATE BOYS' AND GIRLS' CAMP
Pursuing energetic, caring.
upbeat individuals who wish to
participate in our incredibly positive camp community. Seeking
cabin counselors who can also
instruct in one or more "traditional" camp activities including
Kayaking,
Horseback ,
Gymnastics, Sailing, Wilderness
Tripping. Also Unit Leaders,
Program and Trip Directors ,
Cooks, and Office. MAKE A PHEN 0 ME NAL DIFFERENCE IN
THE LIFE OF A CHILD AND
EXPERIENCE ONE OF THE
MOST REWARDING SUMMERS
Of YOUR LIFE. See us at the
Job Fair on Feb. 15th or Contact:
Thunderbird, (314)567-3167.
2/15

$$$1 Thousands of jobs available.
Male/Female.
Room/Board/Transport often provided . No Exper. Nee. Gde. 919933-0188 ext. A 1038
2/9
=D~Is""'H""'W~A"""S,..,.H""'E:--;R""S""--;:B;..,-U"s---·P"'E RSONS-PREP COOKS. No experience needed. Slice, Portion ,
Chop, etc. Evenings, weekends a
MUST. Some Day time hours .
Hard workers should apply in person at What's Gookin. 7th ahd
Madison, Charleston.
2/7
~$-4""o.-=o""'o"'"oty-=-=R~IN""c=o"'"'M""E=--po-=t-e..,..ntial.
Home Typists/PC users. Toll Free
(1) 800-898-9778 Ext. T-2262 for
listings. ·

-------~2/7

Sublessors
SUBLESSORS
NEEDED.
Summer 96. 3 bedrooms, 2
baths. Rent Nego~iable . Call 3481488 Royal Hts. Apts
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SUBLESSOR NEEDED SUMMER 96. Park Place. Furnished,
Air, 137/month. Call 348-8546 .
Ask for Megan
2/9
=s'""u""BL'""'E""S""'S~O"'R==-:-;N;:;E;::-ED""'E;::;D;;;-=1-;b:-:::;drm.

Summer '96. Near Campus. Call
345-3570.
2/9

=F=EM""A-:-cL;-;E~su~B;:;;L-.E:;:S;;:;S:;:::O;;:;R;-;N'"E=;E::;;:;DED

immediately for Spring & Summer
semesters. 1 block from campus.
Rent negotiable. Call 235-6102.
2/23
""s...,U""B,..,.L""'E""S"'S"O""'R"""N"E"'E"'D~E;::;D..-:s ummer/96 for a spacious efficiency.
All Utilities included . Close to
campus. Call Jason at 345-9845
2/16
=F~E~M~A~L-=E:-=S~U~B~L~E~S~S~O~R.-ne-eded

for this summer to share nice 4
bedroom apartment clase to campus. Call Dawn at 345-9758 if
interested.
2/9
=s'"'U""B.,...,LE:'.S""s""o=R'N'"E=;E=;D~E=-D~fo=r:--=sum-

mer (5/15-8/15) to share house
with 2 females. Own room; close
to campus; rent negotiable. 3480379
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/14

For Rent
DELUX
TWO
BEDROOM
APARTMENT located between
campus and shopping for mature,
non-smokers 210.00 each, low
utilities. Quiet environment, ref.
req. No Pets 348-0979
2/23
~1--=B~E=D~R=o~O~M--"'F,.,U~R~N,.,.l~SHED

APARTMENT 345-5048. Before
6:00.
2/8
5--B=E=D-=R~o=-o-M,..-,...H'"'O~Mc=E. -:N..,.-ewly
remodeled. 1409 9th st. Must
see. $185 a month plus utilities.
708-386-3240.
3/4
2--=B-=E=D-=R=-o=-o=M-H~o~u=s=E-=fo_r_3=-:to4

"'c~A"'"'M""P,...,c=o=u'""N""S"'E;::;L-;O"'R"'S"'°Nc;::E;=;EDEDI

Indiana YMCA Camp seeking
enthusiastic, caring individuals to
spend a summer making a difference. In Special need of bike per-

.,,.,,,,.,,, .,.,,.,.,., , ••

S'ummer 9'6 : Close to Campus.
Call 345-4796
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/8

tenants: 2 bedroom apartment,
1o month lease. Call Kim at 3463583 for more info.
2/13
_1_A_N_D_2_B=-D=-R~M-.~A=P=T=s. =sTI LL
AVAILABLE. CALL OLDETOWN
A~~~L~S.6_5.~;\..

~RdwAV~'f6R""Ri1ift.~-

LYLE RENTALS 348-7746

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/6
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ACROSS
t Former Toyota

Classified Ad Form

model
6 Grenades, e.g.
to This may be
tiled
t4 Church
recesses
15 Roaster's
place?
11 Humorist
Bombeck
n"Romeoand
Juliet" event
18 Slight trace

,Name: _______________~
Address:--------------Phone:

Student

,

O Yes O No

Dates to r u n - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Ad to read:

20 Gaping, as the
mouth
22 Dizziness
23Batwood
24 Indulge, in a
way

NEED 6 STUDENTS first house
across Lantz Gym on 2nd st. Six
bdrm 2 baths 2 kitchen's W & D
1o month Lease call after 4 pm
345-6868
2/14

_O_N_E_B_E=D,...,R~O~o=-M,..,.....A,...,P~A-=R=T:-:-:MENT

Near campus. Ideal for one or two
persons. Call 345-2416
2/9
-N-IC~E~.""'c"'"L"""o'""s"'E=-:-to_c_a_m_p_u_s-.f:urnished houses for '96-'97 school
year. Twelve-month lease.
$210.00/month. Call 345-3148.
5/6
-L-IN~C~O-L_N_w_o=-o=D-,P""l""N=E=T=R=EEE.

FURNISt-:ED APARTMENTS,
PATIOS, BALCONIES, AIR,
POOL, SUNDECK, CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. 24/HR MAINTENANCE. APPOINTMENT 3456000
5/6
0-NE_B_E_D~R~O~O~M-A~P=T=s-.-=F'""'a1""'1'96,
QUIET, mature persons. All utilities paid. 1 Bdrm $365-1 person,
$200 per person-2 people. 11 1/2
month leases. Unfurnished. Call
345-6759 leave message . No
Parties!

-----~..,....,..,-=:~=5/6

2,3,4,5 BEDROOM HOUSES for
rent. $175-$21 O/month rent. 2/3
bedroom apartment. 348-5032
2/28
,...,M~C-A=R=T""'H,.,..U=R:--:-:M-=-A7:N"""O""R:-A7='PARTMENTS Now Leasing for 96-97
school year. Furnished. 12-month
lease 345-2231

5/6

=B=EA7:U..,.,T:::-IF=.U-::L-:-L:""'Y•D::--::E::-::c'""o"'R"'A::;::r=ED~/fur-

nished apt, close to EIU. For 2
students, 12 mo. lease at
$210/per person. Call 348-7653.
5/6
~N~O~W~R~E~N=T~IN7.G=--o-ne_a_n...,.....d two
bedroom apartments for '96-'97
school year. Carlyle Apartments
348-7746

5/6

3--B=E=D~R=o==o~M=--=--H=ouu"s~E=-.-...,....,1306

Fourth . Good location, $180
each. 2 and 3 bedroom apartments north side of town. 3456621

5/6

Under Classification o f : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
no. words/days

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

O Cash

Payment:

O Check

0

Credit

Check numb~-----20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

,. , ., , .,"' 1:;;:;,:)'::::·:!J.:.J.::1G;~'.,!,l:;.t'''.:i_"~li.Q§.,,,,h"*'''' " '" ' "'·'H

EIU WOMENS RUGBY will have an informational meeting at 6 p.m.
Thursday, Feb. 8th, across from the Union bookstore. No experience
needed.
.
AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY will have a weekly meeting al 8
p.m. tonight in the Science Bldg . Room 415.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA will have a business meeting at 5:30 p.m.
tonight in the Charleston/Mattoon room . Pledges bring $for dues or •
installment.
DELTA SIGMA THETA will have a Voter Registration between noon -3
p.m. every Thursday starting Feb. 8th in the Union Walkway.
KAPPA ALPHA PSI will have sign ups for a Valentines Day ad for the
Krimson Tide. Contact any member of the "Tide" for more information.
MODEL ILLINOIS GOVERNMENT will have a meeting at 4 p.m. tonigN
in Coleman Hall Room 232.
BACCHUS WILL HAVE a meeting at 6:15 p.m. tonight in Stevenson
lobby.
LUTHERAN STUDENT FELLOWSHIP will have Bible study and open
Student Center at 8 p.m tonight at the Immanuel Lutheran Church:
CIRCLE K INTERNATIONAL will its week Project at 7 p.m. tonight In
the Depot. Meet at the Union ATM at 6:45 for rides. Any questions ca1
Bob-2107 or Steph-5152.
PSI CHI WILL have a meeting at 6 p.m. tonight in the Psychology
Lounge.
MULTI-CULTURAL STUDENT UNION will have a meeting at 6:30 p.m.
tonight in the Shelbyville Room. Everyone welcome.
SEVENTH GENERATION WILL have a meeting at 7 p.m. tonight in the
African-American Cultural Center. Come help plan the Powwow.
ENGLISH CLUB WILL have an Open House reading 10 p.m.-12 a.m.
tonight at Rosie's restaurant. Anyone is welcome to come and read or
listen!
ENGLISH CLUB WILL have a meeting at 6 p.m. tonight in CH lounge.
Anyone welcome.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA will have a service project at 5:30 p.m. today al
the Depot. Meet at the rock at 5:15 p.m. This takes the place of a
meeting, so it is mandatory.
. .
ALPHA PHI ALPHA will have a Knowledge Bowl at 7:06 p.m. tonight m
Thomas hall lobby. Come test your knowledge of Black History.
MIDDLE-LEVEL EDUCATORS CLUB, previously known as Jr. High
Majors will have a meeting at 7 p.m. tonight in the Martinsville Room.
PRE-LAW SOCIETY, SIGMA Iota Lambda, will have a meeting at 3
p.m. today in 219 Coleman Hall. All majors welcome.
.
WESLEY FOUNDATION WILL have a student-led Communion at 9:30
p.m. tonight at the Wesley United Methodist Chapel.
MINORITY TODAY WILL have a meeting at 5 p.m. today in the newsroom . We need people who are interested in writing and taking photos
to attend. Everyone is welcome.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have a Bible study at 6 p.m.
tonight in Swift's house.
.
.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have Mass at 9 p.m. tonight 1n the
newman Chapel, corner of 9th and Lincoln.
KAPPA OMICRON NU will have a meeting at 5:30 p.m. Thursday Feb.
8th in Rm 11 O Kiehm Hall.
MISS BLACK EIU will have entertainment auditions for the pageant 7 ·
9 p.m. Thursday Feb. 8 in the Martinsville room. Unusual acts wanted.

rc.-EA.,.....S"IN"'G..,.F~Q"llR,,.,,F""A:rLrL-.-c:F0u"rn=1shed
apartments. Excellent Condition.
Good location, no pets. 345-7286
..:.
- ~
'2' BISMR'00MlJl\PAm"Mlfit41l'.S
very close to campus. 348-0673.
96-97year.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/15

2eTypeof
servitude
291 + 1 = 3, for
example
33 Noted name in
puppetry
35 Buzzer
38 Theme of this
puzzle
43Birds-feather
44 Woody vine
45 Trial conference
so Whole lot of
apples
54 Marilyn role
H Transfer - 57 Actress De
Mornay
59 Most lucid
82 Unfavorably
known

_,_,==

PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit campus omanizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS _DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday ~hould b_e subl!Rilted as a Campus Clip by NOON Willl1'~~~
.fr'r!ll;J~ 3.P.1Gtday=o1 ~apdap"jlv\!jll;\'.) OflpS:ls~niittedi~a:I
.
.
WILL NOT be published. No clips' will be taken by phone. Any ~hp that 1s
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.

64 Eastern
princess
a Swear
M Spider nests
&7 Trimming tools
u Cross products
n Narrow valley
70 Is not allowed
to, for short

DOWN
t
2
3
4
5

Minor despot
Revolt
Analysis start
Breathing spell
Fictional
wirehair
•Source of TV
revenue
7 Purple color
1 Chintzy ones
9 Fish-eating
hawk
to Enumerate
tt Not a copy:
Abbr.
12 Melville classic
13Cooler
19 "I'd consider
--honor"
It Subject for
Aristotle
25 - - Beach, Fla.
27 Brokaw's
network
28 ·wonderful!"
30 Quick score in
baseball
3t "I didn't know
that!"

PUZZie by David J. Kahn

32 Approval

47 literally, farmer

34 M - CCCL
48 Following a
a Santa's laughs
curve
37 ·--Loved You" 49 Flinch
("Carousel" hit)
st Violent agitation
38 Bit
39 Bad check
40 Single-season
home-run king
4t United

52 Hidden
53Fashion
maven's quest

42 Ctiurchill
symbol
48Jostles

IWEDNESDAY
P.M.
o:uu
6:30
7:00
7:30
o:uu
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
...

55 Honors word
57 Meander
58--collar
so Composer
Khachaturian
11 Zilch
62 Be off guard
63 Break a
Commandment

FEBRUARY7

..
WTW0-2
Wheel Of Fortune
Inside Edition

WCIA-3
News
Inside Edition

WAND-7 17
News
Wheel of Fortune

Nafl. Geographic

Dave's World
Louie

Ellen
Drew Carey

Datelme Ntlv

Matt waters

urace Under Fire
Naked Truth
Prime Time Live

·-- -

Law and Order
News
J<lj Leno

--

Greatest Shows
You never Saw
News
David Letterman

-

News
Nightline

ESPN-24
College B-ball:
Duke at Geor. Teel

vu1lege o-oa11:
Seton Hall at
Rutgers
Sportsventer

··-

---

--

USA-26
Wings
Wings

WGN-16. 9C
Family Matters
Newhart

WILL-12
Lehrer

LIFE-40
Commish

Murder, She Wrote

Sister, Sister
The Parent..

Scientific Arner.
Frontiers

Unsolved Myst

MOV1e: :snent
Witness: What a
ChUd Saw

W'i!!janstiros
Unhappily/After
News

vnamp. ci111room

M0V1e:Muroer tJ{

n:.nrinn

!ho

Night vuurt
Simon & Simon

Silk Stalkings
·~"

-

·-

Chenille Sis.
... Served?
MCNie
"-·~

Fox-8 55

90210

DSC-33
Invention
Movie Magic
Drawn to the
Wild

WEIU-9 51
Carmen Sandiego
Bill Nye
Little House on
the Prairie

r.myoTFM!

mvenoon

tionanza

Roseanne
Simpsons
Beverly Hills,

Rnn~

Unsolved Myst
--- - ------

TBS-18
Funniest Home..
Funniest Home..
NBA B-ball:
Magic at Pistons

Mo.+Cto~

Star Trek the Next
Generation
Final Justice
Cops
·-

-

Rediscovering
America
Movie Magic
Invention
___...

_ ___

..__

News
Panther Countrv
Motorweek
Movie

-

NBA Nets at
Lakers
- -

..

-

,

.... .. "'" ..
-
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For Rent

Announcements

2 BD. APT. FOR 2-3 GIRLS .
Quiet building near EIU. 10 mo.
lease. Call CAMPUS RENTALS
345-3100 between 3-9 pm.
2/9
N 1=c=E-:-LA-;-;:;R""G:;::E-;3;-;:;;BE;=;D;::;;Rn.O~O"'M
'"'
... furnished apartments for either summer or 96-97 school year. Call
345-3664 after 5:00 pm.
2/9

SPRING BREAK! Only 1 week to
live-DON'T BLOW ITll Organize
group-TRAVEL
FREE
Jamaica/Cancun $399 Bahamas
$359 Florida $109 FREE INFORMATION! Sunsplash 1-800-4267710
2/15
$-=-1-=Bo=n=L"""E"'S,...,P:.""'J':-:T;:;E;;;:D'°' S5"TTO;::;;;NITE.
FREE
POPCORN,
D.J .
"SPONGE", NO COVER & FREE
POOL 9-12
2/7
=D""AY,.-;T:::-O;::-:-;N-:-A-;-;!l-;$;;-:;1r3;--:;4'-/p:-:e:::rs;;-:o:-:n;--.cstay
beachfront in the heart of
SPRING BREAK! 1-800-8687423
2/26

For Sale
D.J. EQ UIPMENT. Everything
included. Call for details. 3456247 Ask for Cory
2/7
'""'
19:-=:9-=-3-:-M.,-;:E=--.T""R"O:;-;::;G:;;::O;rO;-;:D"°"Cr;O:;;:;N D 1TION SONY CD JAIME 581-5146
30000BO
2/8

Lost & Found

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

HEY... tuHAT5
601Nt!70N
/NHt:Re?

\

A~TT=E=N=T""'1o=N,..,-::;S:-;::E""N"'IO~R~S:;".':-;O:;;::;RDER

YOUR PERSONALIZED GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS AT
TOKENS. PACKAGE OF 25
ONLY$39.95
2/29

MISTER BOFFO

~C~U~P~ID::--;::;S:;::E~Z~.~v.O;::;;U~'"L1
L1
LrQMV'C:°ETHE

FO UND SET OF KEYS along
Edgar Drive near Pinetree apartments. Call 345-6000
2/7
~Fo=u7.N~D;::-:~Fr~id~a~y,...,,rB~ro=w::::-n•F;;:;:rame

Bifocals at the North entrance of
Coleman Hall. To Claim come to
Philosophy office or call 5813012.

VALENTINE STUFF AT TOKENS.
ORDER A BALLOON BOUQUET
. FOR YOUR SWEETIE. WE'LL
DELIVER, OR SHIP YOUR
ORDER, TOO.
2/14
$--:4-:A'""'"N-;-;:D;-;O~U"R,...15;;-n.PO""Ui"iiNwD'\TiLAUN-

DRY BAG Gets You Quick Worry
Free Laundry Service. DONNA'S
CLEANERS 345-3454
2/9
~
S
E ""'
N:D---,-:Y""
0 U""R"'"'VTA
A7L"
E'"
N;:;:T:;;IN"'E -A
Tuxedo
,
Candy,
c h oco IatesBouquet
. Gift Baskets ,
7

.,. . .,. .,.,.,.,. .,.Announcements
,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,"'"",.,.,.,., ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,. .·... · ·
GOV'T FORECLOSED homes for
pennies on $1 . Delinquent Tax,
Re po's REO 's. Your Area. Toll
Free (1) 800-898-9778 Ext. H2262 for current listings.

m

Balloons, Chocolate Roses, and
the "NEW" Valentine Bubblegum
Budd ies . All at the Sweet
Shoppe . 301 W. Lincoln ,
Charleston 348-8009 . Across
from Amoco, We can Deliver

~4

r==R""l-.,.S""IG'7M"A"'S"T;=;H;-;A:;r;Nu;Ki7\:Y,'r"QiTUlifo~·r all

w'""""A7N;:;T~E""D,...,1:;-::0~o--s"'T:;:;U"D;::;;E;:;;Nu:Tr.s:;:-: lose

you hard work and support with
the informational tuesday. You
girls are great. Sigma Love ,
Steph

8 to 1oo lbs. New metabolism
break through. I lost 1O lbs, in 2
weeks . Doctor recommended,
guaranteed results. $25 free gift!
1-800-773-7763
2/9
FAST FUNDRAl$ER- RAISE
$500 IN 5 DAYS · GREEKS ,
GROUPS, CLUBS, MOT!VATED
INDIVIDUALS. FAST, EASY- NO
FINANCIAL
OBLIGATION .
(800)862-1982 EXT. 33

=~~7;:;:;:;-a-;-:-:::::;;:r-;:.;;:;2/7

SIG MA KAPPA would like to
ann ounce our Fall 1996 Rho
Chi's : Nicole
Couri ,
Su
Cornelison, Erika McDevitt ,
Janelle Passmore , Keri Potts,
Lauren Randolph AND Jodee
Runyon! You'll all do greatl

41RE°'€>1'

S!TI4NG,,VGlJR;~ ' ( '-M'R'!'E'.~u~M{~~;;N'E~~'. ~~%~

ON THE COUCH? Join EIU
Wom en's
Rugby
Club.
Informational meeting Thurs. ~eb
Bth at 6 pm by the Union
Bookstore. NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY!
.

2/7

"'wl'.=Y.,.,T=o
::-:::G""o;-;o~z:;-;H;;:o"o"'p><sIT117.Keep

on Winning!!
2/7

DZ
CHAIAPERSONI You're all gonna
be*STARS*l Love·you sisters.
.,,.,CONG..,..,.,,=AA
~J"=S=<""T:;::O;;;-;:::E.::VE;:;R;:;;Y~N;.::EWu;

.
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Announcements
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CONGRATULATIONS TO JESSICA MANOVSKA of Alpha Sigma
Alpha on getting pre-engaged to
Mark Oslewzski of Lambda Chi
Alpha!

2/7

'"'M;-;:E"'"LA-,-;-;N-;-;:IE:-B;:;;;L;-;U"M~o:;-f"Al:lp:-.:ha;::-c;S;;;;igma

Alpha Congrats on getting lavaliered to Tom Palafis of Sigma
Chi!

2/7

~KR=1=s=T=EN'"'"""'TA""N'"D"'A.-::;of"A"'lp:;:h:::acs;::igma

Alpha congrats on
Engaged to Jeff Tangl

getting

2/7

~E.A..,..,U'""R=A-:--:AC":"N,.N.,...,,K;:::-E;-;LL"E"'R:;;M;;-A;;,-;;:N

2 , 7:00 pm. Grand Ballroom.
Applications Available at S.R.C.
Desk. Deadline February 16.

of
Alpha Sigma Alpha congr~ts on
getting lavaliered to Jeff Zilch of
Delta Tau Delta!

2/9

~M,.,..IS""s=y-=-=E-=o~M""O"N-;-;:D"'S"'O"'N..-::;of'AAi:lpha

,,....$1,...B=o=TTL=-;:::ES
....
AT;:-T:;:;E;:;:D""'S5""Tiro;::;;NmlTE.
FREE
POPCORN,
D.J.
"SPONGE". NO COVER & FREE
POOL 9-12
2/7
MELISSA KUPSKI of Alpha
Sigma Alph congrats on getting
lavallered to Mike Evilly of Delta
Chll
~~~~~~~~2/7

2/7

Sigma Alpha congrats on getting
promised to Jason Cater!
'

2/7

""H,...a-ve=y-o-u-p~la--c:-:e::;d-:a:::n=-=ad:i"T.in=-the
Dally Eastern News? If not you
better hurry if you want to surprise your friend with a birthday
ed For more info. call 581-2812

.
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by Joe Martin
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wasted afterwards.
Sure, wrestling doesn't have all
of the glitz and glamour of football or basketball, but these guys
work just as hard as any other
athletes and deserve the support
of the student body.
You may not believe this, but
college wrestling is actually interesting and exciting.
Not only is the wrestling team
the victim of the lack of school
spirit and s uppo rt, but so are
many of the other teams.

This was an exciting year for
the foo~ball team, but the only
games where fans showed up in
ma ss quantities were Family
Weekend and Homecoming, and
on those days many of the fans
cleared out by the fourth quarter.
All of the other games, the fans
showed up in limited numbers.
Men's basketball also suffers,
and I wo n 't even discuss the
extreme lack of s upp ort fo r
women's basketball because that
would take too long, and I could

take too many cheap shots at the
student body.
I realize that not everybody
likes every sport, and some people aren't even sports fans at all.
But I find it hard to believe that
10,000 or so people can all display mini mal inte re st in the ir
school's sports programs.
I guess a prerequisite fo r
attending Eastern is you have to
display an extreme lack of interest
in sports and have no school spirit
altogether.

I
I
I
I

· CARRY,.OUT AND DELIVERY

Get a 14" Thin Crust Pizza
with One Topping for just

I
I
I
I
I
I
$8.95 for a 16"
"' -~
I
One Topping Pizza
I
·'''t
I
I
2nd One Topping
I
Pizza for just
I
I
I
I
must do tonight in order to be successful.
and 134."
I
•
"We have to come up with the big points, get the I
Once again leading the team will be juniors Dave
Pena (11 8, 27-10) and Matt Hughes (158, 31-8). falls, and win the major decisions," Mccausland I
Hughes is ranked No. 10 nationally by Amateur said.
I
Good 7 Days aWeek on Carry-Out & Delivery
Pena said he believes entering the competition I
Wrestling News.
,. ~· .
·
.
through
Feb. 1e. 199e at: Otarl~ton • 909 f8th Street
Senior Tim Fix (167, J 6-10) 'Yill mos~ ljk,~ly s!t with a high level of confidence is important in deterI
out for t he third meet in a row due to fojuty: · mining the outco;me, while tJughes has a bit simpler .
I .
-,
-~ ~
n \!' , ;
Mccausland said it is probable he will return for plan.
3.48~7.SlS
I i..
Friday's dual meet against Purdue and Northern
"I just have to go out there and wrestle the way I
Pfc:aSe present cdupoll'when paying:
can," Hughes said. "I'd like to win in front of the I
Iowa.
I
_There are a couple of key things the Panthers home crowd."
I
I
I
I
5 softdough breadsticks with tomato sauce
from beyond the arc.
One of those sophomores was the first half keyed by Lisa I
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The twins also created opportunities for their teammates as they
combined for seven assists.
Overall, the six seniors that saw
playing time for Valpo accounted
for 69 of the Lady Crusaders' 76
points (91 percent).
Eastern on the other hand, went
with youth. The Lady Panther
starting lineup featured one junior,
three sophomores and a freshman,
guard Angie Patzner, who made
first colle iate start:·'" ""

-

u.

,.

forward Barbora Garbova, who led
all scorers with 30 points - a
career high.
Eastern 's two seniors, center
Missy Beck and guard Kenya
Green, combined fo r ten minutes
of play and just two points.
But the Lady Panthers, no matter who was on the floor, were
never out of the contest. During
the first half of play, the game was
a back- and-forth affair until Valpo
went on a 17-5 run at the end of

~

Spring Career Day/Job Fair
Thursday, Februrary 15, 1996
9: 30 a .m. - 2:30 p.m.
Ballrooms - University Union
All STUDENTS ARE ENCOURAGED TO ATTEND

,

:l~
·

~--------·------------··
Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PHOTO AND MESSAGE

The Dally Eastern News
{DeadHne:· 3 Business Day$ Before Ad is to run)
n~

Pick up a complete list of Career Day/Job Fair
Participants in the Career Planning & Placement
Center - SSB Room 13
PIAN TO ATTEND

\S'.()~

Diefenthaler's 8 points in the final
five minutes.
Eastern was down by eight at
the half, and had many opportunities to close the gap in the second
half. But the Lad y Cru saders
didn 't fold in the fi nal minutes of
play and warded off an Eastern
comeback to earn the win.
Although the contest resulted in
a Joss, Klein said there were several positives his team could take
away from the game.

CD Tripleplay
Sportscenter

W e -would lil<e to thanl< the
following companies for
sponsorii:ig
The 1996 Blacl< History Month
Essay Contest

~~~ Phone (217) ~48-8218

_,,'t"sce::.t-l

:

·- •

" '" "'• " "'·~,..

Silkscreen ng •Team Discounts
Shoes (Nike, Saucony, Brooks) • App. (Nike, EIU)

Al R MAX
Our Price • 104ll.2

AIR ZOOM
F L I G H T
Our Price •s4B.§.

Regular $11 Q!ll2

~··
AIR EDGE
Our Price

•5~

AIR MAX

UPTEMPO
Our Price

•10~

••
Guaranteed Lowest Regular
Prices on Shoes Anywhere!
All Shoes in Stock Sold 20% - 25% Under
Suggested Retail Price. We Can Special Order
Any Shoe at Regular Price.

f 14~14 ~th St. - Half a Block N~rth of Old Main

EIUS

Illinois Consolidated

Telephone Company
A Consolidated Communications Company

·~_TCSY" Treata Mats By Mark
424 West Lincoln

Town Square.
Jewelers
The Daily Eastern News is·accepting

donations for the contest. Any organization
wishing to sponsor, please call Display Advertising

581-2812.
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The following names
State earlier this year. But the dif- 2:11 left in the contest after scoring
ference in those two games was a game-high 19 points. "But we're
not worried about it. When we
that Eastern escaped with wins.
The Valparaiso contest brought a went to the Tournament in 1992,
different result. But despite their we lost to Wisconsin-Green Bay
free throw woes - the Panthers rank twice in the regular season. And we
last in the Mid-Continent Confer- beat them in the conference tournaence in team free throw shooting ment:'
(57 percent) - the team seemed to
Samuels said Rodriguez' abbe in high spirits after the game.
sence after his foul-out caused
"We were very positive in the Eastern problems in the final two
locker room after the game," minutes.
Samuels said. "I don't mean to say
"(Not having Rodriguez) in the
there were any moral victories in game was critical," Samuels said.
this game, but we played hard and "He's not in the game, and there's
we're playing well enough to beat crucial minutes being played. Idris
people. We need to keep playing (Osei-Agyeman) was sick and
that way."
didn't play, Mike Shaver was
Andre Rodriguez is the lone sick ... we felt we needed a quick
remaining Panther from the 1991- team in there after Andre fouled
92 club that went to the NCAA out."
Tournament. And the senior forThe solution: "We brought in
ward said Eastern's two losses to Chad Peckinpaugh and moved
defending conference champion Rick Kaye to small forward. It
Valparaiso remind him of that her- wasn't something new to us. We
aided 1991-92 team.
were switching o.ur perimeter peo-.
"Yes, it's a tougij !.oss," said pie anyway, so they were still facRodriguez, whQ fouled out with.,r: i~g the saqi~- matchups."

EIU

Whenxour
money's
running out,
and the rent

11-==- a

w

w

a

•

ad for academic achievements:
Jennifer Cromwell
Anna Mayer
Laura Moore
The News regrets the error.

Weekend Bus Service
from EIU to Chicago Suburbs

Wotn~n's

.

,

ch1ca9 0

iqformational meeting or call
,

I:iz,348-8118 'tjr

...._,,,,:,;.·

.

,,

·ng specla.
spn
$15.95 one-waY

t-.rea

\

round-tr P
$29-95

Champa\9~0 round-trip
$9 ·
· tes1,
Y
5
oo
one-wa
·or subst1tu
$ .
sett\e for \nfen
on't
Express ...D
Ask for suburban

;·

'1:,:l !eather 3'45-4342

Tickets & Information

All Around Travel
207 Lincoln Avenue , Charleston • (217) 348·8747

Feb. 8, 6pm, across from the bookstore
a-==-• a m:=:m• a -==-• a
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We now offer
accelerat:or bulbs £or

§aster 7 darker t:anning Same G reat Prices!!!
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D
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Delta Zeta

,: yoti're invite& to <onr

!~~Tan
w

were misspelled in the

RUGB¥ Ct!EUB

is coming due ...
Sell your stuff
in The News'
Classifieds!

THEY WILL
WORK FOR
YOU!!

Even though Eastern saw its season - high three-game winning
streak snapped at the hands of the
Crusaders, Samuels said his squad
continues to improve and impress
him - especially on the glass.
"We rebounded well against a
good rebounding team," Samuels
said of Eastern's 36-25 advantage
over the Crusaders on the boards.
"And at times, I think we even
seemed too anxious. But we even
battled ourselves on some
rebounds."
Eastern gets its next shot in MidCon play Saturday when the Blue
Devils of Central Connecticut State
visit Lantz Gym. The Blue Devils
are led by Keith Closs, the nation's
leading shqt blocker with 6.7
blocks per game. Closs is on pace
to break David Robinson's single
season NCAA Division I shot
block record. Closs recorded a
triple-double in the teams1 last
meeting in . New Bri1:8irt, Ci:m11.,.:.
with 23 points, 10 rebounds and 11
blocks,
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Where: Turn
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Winners annoOilced>& Awards
given at the Miss"'Black EIU

Pageant Feb. 24
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orts
Panthers look to rebound after.los
Chad Merda
Staff writer

Missed free
throws hurt

Fan turnout
men's team
sure couldn't ByAssociate
MATT ERICKSON
sports editor
get any worse "Free throws win games." The

Inexperien
was evident
for women
By JOSH HARBECK
Staff writer

The Lady Panthers played
good game Monday night, b
Last friday . night, I_had the · phrase is pounded into the minds
Valparaiso University played o
opportunity to witness my first of.basketball play,ers from. their
step better.
ever home wrestling meet. I did ear'liest' practices 'until !he d~y ,:
' · After Va!p.arai.so handed th
·
'
not quite know what to expect, they leave the game.
..
Lady Panther;> ft 76-67 loss, b
but what I did see disappointed
But knowing the importance of
coach John Klein said that one
me.
free throws and actually making
the differences in the game
Often times, people tell me I them can be two different aniexperience.
am a very negative person who mals, as the Eastern men's basketValparaiso has it; Easte
likes to harp on the bad things in ball team has found out.
doesn't.
In the Panthers' 63-59 loss to
life. It is hard not to be negative
"There is no question Iha
when attending an Eastern sport- the Valparaiso Crusaders Monday,
Valpo is a very well coache
ing event.
free throws were likely the differteam," Klein said. "They've g
This negativity is not focused ence between a win and a neareight
seniors and I don't care
toward the teams or their perfor- win. Eastern connected on just
what anybody says, when yo
mances - but at the fan turnout.
12-of-26 -shots from the foul line
have a team with eight seniorSj
The meet was to begin at 7:30 - an abysmal 46 percent.
you 're going to win sQme games.•
p.m., so I arrived about a half an
Eastern head coach Rick
Among the Lady Crusaders'
hour early. The gym was mostly Samuels said after the loss that
eight
seniors are twins Heidi and
empty, but it was still early and I his club experienced a "misfi_re at
Lisa Diefenthaler. The starting
thought it would fill up.
the free throw line." But the 46
guards combined for 32 points
I thought wrong.
percent Monday night from the
Monday night.
The meet began, and the stands charity stripe was not even a seaTETSUYA KIKUMASA/ASsociate photo editor
Nearly half of the Diefen·
were sparsely populated. I began son-lo-"" tor the Panthers.
lady Panther forward Sarah Probst (center) guards a Youngstown
thalers'
scoring came from threeto investigate, and started my own
Eastern shot 39 percent (5-13)
State player in a game with the Penguins earlier this season. The next
poi!lt ,sh~otin_g. L}~.a , hit three-of·
agaip&f Missouri-Kansas City and
>'.Q£flliPD Pf Wh~r~'l:l W'})PQ?,
game for both the women and men's teams will be Feb. 10, when it five and i-teidi hit three-of-six
except this game was entitled, 40 percent (8-20) versus Chicago
hosts conference foe Central Connecticut State.
"Where ate all of the Eastern
See WOMEN page 10
See MEN page 11
fans?"
I was sitting in the fold back
_chairs, and noticed they were not
even filled. The bleachers on the
practicing," Mccausland ball rolling."
other side were half empty. Then I By CHAD MERDA
said. "Having to make
Mccausland is not too sure about what
looked at the upper level of the Staff writer
weight that many times will Northern Illinois will bring to the mat.
bleachers.
The Panthers hope to rebound from their
be a benefit for a few guys,
"They're a young team, but I really haven't
Nothing.
because it is similar to what seen enough of them," McCausland said. "I do
The curtains were pulled over · loss against Illinois last Friday, when they face
they'll have to do at nation- know that their guys at 134 and 190 are pretty
the north and southoleachers, so I Northern Illinois University tonight in Lantz
als."
tough."
got up and peeked behind them. Gym at 7 p.m.
The Panthers enter the evening with a 2-3
This meet is seen as one
Those wrestlers are Jason Solomon (134, 8Nobody was there either.
of the most important ones 4) and Demond Rodez (190, 7-6). Northern
I then exited the gym and season record in dual meets, while Northern
Ralph
as their season begins to Illinois only has one senior in the starting line·
thought maybe all of the fans Illinois is 1-4. The Huskies are also coming
Mccausland wind down.
·up, with six out of the 10 starters being fresh·
were hanging out in the bathroom off a loss against Illinois in their last meet.
The "meat grinder" portion of the season,
"The most important men.
or the concession stands. They
as Eastern head coach Ralph McCausland has meets are coming up against Northern Illinois,
Last week, McCausland said he did not
were empty too.
I returned to my seat a bit dis- called it, is now upon the Panthers. They have Northern Iowa, and Marquette," McCausland have the lineup he would have liked, and is
said. "The are all in our regional so the head to still a bit unsure about what he will do tonight.
appointed because I could not three meets in the next five days.
"It's going to be pretty tough, having to head matchups are important."
"The lineup doesn't look like it's going to
find very many Panther wrestling
, make weight that many times in a week,"
"We're coming off of a beating from change from Friday," McCausland said. "Bu~
fans.
Illinois, so we need a good showing," Matt there is still some uncertainty for us at 126
Ironically enough, there were Dave Pena said. "I've never done that before."
"Right now we're competing instead of Hughes said. "We definitely need to get the
many Illinois fans in the stands
See GRAPPLERS page 10
cheering their team on and proud1y displaying Illini attire. The
Panther fans that did show up
must have been embarrassed to be
there because not many were disBy BILL SPITLER
The first is much to boast about in regards to fices.
playing home colors.
through an auto- one of his standout athletes.
Hard work is no stranger to
As the meet progressed, I Staff writer ·
matic bid. The
Last year, Alvarez went to the Alvarez. Every day, Alvarez starts
became even more upset with the
Tisha Alv!lrez's diligence and
athlete must beat Division II national meet - a wor- out with an hour ·of throwing fol·
fan turnout. After the feature
a preset time or thy achievement. But this year she lowed by piometrics, box jumps,
match of the night, which saw dedication made women's head
distance to qual- plans on stepping up a notch to the distance running and sprint work·
Ernest Benion (No. 2 in the coun- track coach John Craft "thoroughly
ify automatical- NCAA Division I meet.
outs. As if this weren't enough, she
try) from Illinois defeat Matt convinced" that the standout shotpu
tter
would
hold
the
Eastern
1
y.
The
NCAA
ends
with two hours of weight lift·
Hughes (No. 10 in the country), a
standard in the
ing.
steady stream of fans continued to record in the shotput before the seaTisha Alvarez shotput is 59
son was out.
All this so she can reach her
get up and leave.
Last Saturday, Alvarez launched feet. The other means of qualifying
dream. And Alvarez knows her
There's nothing like supporting
dreams and goals 'Yell by this point.
the whole team. Or should I say an eight-pound, 14-ounce ball of at the national level is a provisional
"In the shot I want to hit 50 feet;'
there's nothing like an entire uni- metal 50 feet, seven inches to bid. If the NCAA doesn't have
enough athletes who have qualified
Alvarez said last week. And she
versity failing to support its sports eclipse the old record by two feet.
Alvarez also broke the record for with automatic bids, they start at
accomplished her goal. Not only
teams altogether.
did she meet her own standards of
Now people are probably going the 20-pound weight throw on Jan. the top of the provisional list and
excellence, she also got a shot at the
to use the excuse that it was a 19. Now she has her eyes set on the fill in.
Alvarez is a considerable ways
Olympic tryouts.
Friday night and they wanted to NCAA Championships.
"I've been working for this my
Alvarez is the first Eastern from the NCAA automatic qualifi"It's a tryout for the (Olympic)
go out and party. •
This argument is invalid. The women's indoor track member to cation, but the season is far ·from whole college career;' Alvarez said. tryouts;' Alvarez said.
But with such lofty goals as the
And while Alvarez seemed cau·
meet was over before 9:30 p.m., have qualified for provisionals. The over.
NCAA Division I National tious about high hopes in the
NCAA
has
two
standards
for
its
"At
the
end
of
last
year
her
which still would have provided
much of an opportunity to get track athletes to qualify for the longest throw was 44 feet, two Championships on her mind, Olympic regard, she knows that at
NCAA Championship meet.
inches;' Craft said. And Craft has Alvarez has to make some sacri- this pace anything is possible.
See MERDA page JO .

Grapplers ready for match with Huskies

Breaking school mark not enough for Alvarez

